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thanks to carol zemel s provocative study we are invited to look at jewish art in new
ways provides a deeper understanding of the ordeal of diaspora studies in american
jewish literature jewish art and visual culture art made by jews about jews in
modern diasporic settings is the subject of looking jewish carol zemel focuses on
particular artists and cultural figures in interwar eastern europe and postwar america
who blended jewishness and mainstream modernism to create a diasporic art one that
transcends dominant national traditions she begins with a painting by ken aptekar
entitled albert used to be abraham a double portrait of a man which serves to illustrate
zemel s conception of the doubleness of jewish diasporic art she considers two
interwar photographers alter kacyzne and moshe vorobeichic images by the polish
writer bruno schulz the pre and postwar photographs of roman vishniac the figure of
the jewish mother in postwar popular culture molly goldberg and works by r b kitaj
ben katchor and vera frenkel that explore jewish identity in a postmodern
environment makes new sense of aspects of popular culture we have all grown up
with and thought we knew only too well most bridges religious studies and theater
political theory and american studies high criticism and middlebrow performance her
book will help us see better how jews and their jewishness did not merely enter
american popular culture but did so much to invent it jonathan boyarin leonard and
tobee kaplan distinguished professor of modern jewish thought university of north
carolina for centuries jews were one of the few european cultures without any official
public theatrical tradition yet in the modern era jews were among the most important
creators of popular theater and film especially in america why in theatrical liberalism
andrea most illustrates how american jews used the theatre and other media to
navigate their encounters with modern culture politics religion and identity
negotiating a position for themselves within and alongside protestant american
liberalism by reimagining key aspects of traditional judaism as theatrical discussing
works as diverse as the hebrew bible the jazz singer and death of a salesman among
many others most situates american popular culture in the multiple religious
traditions that informed the worldviews of its practitioners offering a comprehensive
history of the role of judaism in the creation of american entertainment theatrical
liberalism re examines the distinction between the secular and the religious in both
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jewish and american contexts providing a new way of understanding jewish
liberalism and its place in a pluralist society with extensive scholarship and
compelling evidence theatrical liberalism shows how the jewish worldview that
permeates american culture has reached far beyond the jews who created it volume
xxix of studies in contemporary jewry takes its title from a joke by groucho marx i
don t want to belong to any club that will accept me as a member the line
encapsulates one of the most important characteristics of jewish humor the desire to
buffer oneself from potentially unsafe or awkward situations and thus to achieve social
and emotional freedom by studying the history and development of jewish humor
the essays in this volume not only provide nuanced accounts of how jewish humor
can be described but also make a case for the importance of humor in studying any
culture a recent survey showed that about four in ten american jews felt that having
a good sense of humor was an essential part of what being jewish means to them on a
par with or exceeding caring for israel observing jewish law and eating traditional
foods as these essays show jewish humor has served many functions as a form of
insider speech it has been used to ridicule to unite people in the face of their enemies
to challenge authority to deride politics and politicians in america to ridicule
conspicuous consumption in israel to contrast expectations of political normalcy and
bitter reality however much of contemporary jewish humor is designed not only or
even primarily as insider speech rather it rewards all those who get the punch line a
club of their own moves beyond general theorizing about the nature of jewish humor
by serving a smorgasbord of finely grained historically situated and contextualized
interdisciplinary studies of humor and its consumption in jewish life in the modern
world verschillende antropologische onderzoeken naar rituelen en feesten van
migranten in nederland a collection of essays by an international cadre of theater
scholars which addresses jewish theater practitioners playwrights critics financiers
and audiences roles in the development of the european and american theater a
woman s voice examines the themes reflected in the stories of women in the bible
and relates these motifs directly to the lives of women today marcella bakur weiner
and blema feinstein celebrate the ideas and lessons found in traditional jewish sources
and explain their relevance for contemporary women this unique and vital book
focuses on a topic many people struggle with but most don t speak about anxiety
disorder the author who suffered from anxiety disorder herself shares her own
insight as well as professional advice and most importantly the torah s perspective on
coping with anxiety and other stress disorders beautifully written captivating and
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reassuring this book s positive upbeat attitude will work wonders for you or for
someone else you know who suffers from this common challenge for the first time
you are not alone a companion to lesbian gay bisexual transgender and queer studies is
the first single volume survey of current discussions taking place in this rapidly
developing area of study recognizing the multidisciplinary nature of the field the
editors gather new essays by an international team of established and emerging
scholars addresses the politics economics history and cultural impact of sexuality
engages the future of queer studies by asking what sexuality stands for what work it
does and how it continues to structure discussions in various academic disciplines as
well as contemporary politics winner of the national jewish book award and the
jewish fiction award from the association of jewish libraries good morning america
must read new books new york post buzz books the millions most anticipated a
remarkable debut novel written with the fearless imagination of michael chabon and
the piercing humor of gary shteyngart about a small jewish village in the polish forest
that is so secluded no one knows it exists until now what if there was a town that
history missed for decades the tiny jewish shtetl of kreskol existed in happy isolation
virtually untouched and unchanged spared by the holocaust and the cold war its
residents enjoyed remarkable peace it missed out on cars and electricity and the
internet and indoor plumbing but when a marriage dispute spins out of control the
whole town comes crashing into the twenty first century pesha lindauer who has just
suffered an ugly acrimonious divorce suddenly disappears a day later her husband
goes after her setting off a panic among the town elders they send a woefully
unprepared outcast named yankel lewinkopf out into the wider world to alert the
polish authorities venturing beyond the remote safety of kreskol yankel is confronted
by the beauty and the ravages of the modern day outside world and his reception is
met with a confusing mix of disbelief condescension and unexpected kindness when
the truth eventually surfaces his story and the existence of kreskol make headlines
nationwide returning yankel to kreskol the polish government plans to reintegrate
the town that time forgot yet in doing so the devious origins of its disappearance come
to the light and what has become of the mystery of pesha and her former husband
divided between those embracing change and those clinging to its old world ways the
people of kreskol will have to find a way to come together or risk their village
disappearing for good commentaries from gay lesbian bisexual transgender and
straight contributors examine modern concerns of sexuality identity gender and lgbt
life movie made jews focuses on a rich usable american jewish cinematic tradition this
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tradition includes fiction and documentary films that make jews through antisemitism
holocaust indirection and discontent with assimilation it prominently features the
unapologetic assertion of jewishness queerness and alliances across race and religion
author helene meyers shows that as we go to our local theater attend a jewish film
festival play a dvd watch streaming videos jewishness becomes part of the
multicultural mosaic rather than collapsing into a generic whiteness or being
represented as a life apart this engagingly written book demonstrates that a jewish
movie is neither just a movie nor for jews only with incisive analysis movie made
jews challenges the assumption that american jewish cinema is a cinema of
impoverishment and assimilation while it s a truism that jews make movies this book
brings into focus the diverse ways movies make jews presents humor on various
aspects of judaism and being jewish 2006 national jewish book award modern jewish
thought long the object of curiosity admiration and gossip rabbis wives have rarely
been viewed seriously as american jewish religious and communal leaders we know
a great deal about the important role played by rabbis in building american jewish life
in this country but not much about the role that their wives played the rabbi s wife
redresses that imbalance by highlighting the unique contributions of rebbetzins to the
development of american jewry tracing the careers of rebbetzins from the beginning
of the twentieth century until the present shuly rubin schwartz chronicles the
evolution of the role from a few individual rabbis wives who emerged as leaders to a
cohort who worked together on behalf of american judaism the rabbi s wife reveals
the ways these women succeeded in both building crucial leadership roles for
themselves and becoming an important force in shaping jewish life in america milt
gross 1895 1953 a bronx born cartoonist and animator first found fame in the late 1920s
writing comic strips and newspaper columns in the unmistakable accent of jewish
immigrants by the end of the 1920s gross had become one of the most famous
humorists in the united states his work drawing praise from writers like h l mencken
and constance roarke even while some of his jewish colleagues found gross extreme
renderings of jewish accents to be more crass than comical working during the
decline of vaudeville and the rise of the newspaper cartoon strip gross captured
american humor in transition gross adapted the sounds of ethnic humor from the stage
to the page and developed both a sound and a sensibility that grew out of an intimate
knowledge of immigrant life his parodies of beloved poetry sounded like reading
primers set loose on the lower east side while his accounts of jewish tenement
residents echoed with the mistakes and malapropisms born of the immigrant
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experience introduced by an historical essay is diss a system presents some of the most
outstanding and hilarious examples of jewish dialect humor drawn from the five
books gross published between 1926 and 1928 nize baby de night in de front from
chreesmas hiawatta dunt esk and famous fimmales providing a fresh opportunity to
look read and laugh at this nearly forgotten forefather of american jewish humor now
that you ve learned the daf how will your life be transformed whether you ve been
doing daf yomi for years or you re not quite ready to commit but want to be part of
the daf yomi global movement there s something in the transformative daf for
everyone it s about joining the conversation it s about talking over the daf with your
family your friends your colleagues it means never being short of a discussion starter
or a meaningful devar torah every page of the gemara every word every letter
contains the secrets of the universe to achieving a life of simchah and purpose
transform your life today a linguistic journey from eden to israel throughout jewish
literature the hebrew language is referred to as lashon hakodesh its history origins
decline and rebirth are simply fascinating furthermore at its deepest level lashon
hakodesh is called such the holy language because it is intrinsically sacred and is thus
unlike any other language known to man lashon hakodesh history holiness hebrew
seeks to understand the holiness of lashon hakodesh follows its history and focuses on
the significance of aramaic and other jewish languages such as yiddish and ladino an
extended section is devoted to modern hebrew its controversies and its implications
from a religious perspective this unique work delves into the linguistic history of
each jewish language as well as the philological kabbalistic and halachic approaches to
this topic taken by various rabbinic figures through the ages the author also compares
and contrasts traditional jewish views to those of modern day academia offering proofs
and difficulties to both approaches as the old saying goes two jews three opinions in
almost every chapter more than one way of looking at the matter at hand is presented
in some cases the differing opinions can be harmonized but ultimately many matters
remain subject to dispute hopefully the mere knowledge of these sources will whet
the reader s intellectual curiosity to learn more written by a brilliant young scholar
lashon hakodesh history holiness hebrew is ground breaking intriguing and truly
remarkable based on documentation from various archives discusses religious and
halakhic issues which affected the lives of observant jews during the holocaust
includes chapters on the reactions of rabbis in various towns to reports on the
extermination of jews the persecution and suffering of rabbis and the rescue of some
hasidic rabbis halakhic rulings in ghettos and camps e g concerning the desire of
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individual jews to sacrifice themselves for others rulings on problems involved in
posing as a non jew marriage prayers and the sanctification of god s name during the
holocaust responsa of rabbi yehoshua moshe aronzon a rabbi in sanniki poland who
survived nazi camps sermons delivered by rabbi kalonimus kalmish shapira in the
warsaw ghetto diaries memoirs and letters of survivors a comprehensive review of
practical halachic issues related to the weekly torah portion presented in a thorough
decisive manner with classical and contemporary halachic opinions from separating
challah to the laws of yichud and the blessings made on various breakfast cereals this
work is an asset to every jewish home 2 volume gift boxed set calendars map time
shaping and delineating our experience of it while the challenges to tracking jewish
conceptions of time during the holocaust were substantial alan rosen reveals that
many took great risks to mark time within that vast upheaval rosen inventories and
organizes jewish calendars according to the wartime settings in which they were
produced from jewish communities to ghettos and concentration camps the calendars
he considers reorient views of jewish circumstances during the war and show how
jews were committed to fashioning traditional guides to daily life even in the most
extreme conditions in a separate chapter moreover he elucidates how holocaust era
diaries sometimes served as surrogate jewish calendars all in all rosen presents a
revised idea of time continuity the sacred and the mundane the ordinary and the
extraordinary even when death and destruction were the order of the day rosen s
focus on the jewish calendar the ultimate symbol of continuity as weekday follows
weekday and sabbath follows sabbath sheds new light on how jews maintained
connections to their way of conceiving time even within the cauldron of the
holocaust over 40 historians folklorists and ordinary brooklyn jews present a vivid
living record of this astonishing cultural heritage 150 illustrations map from the dark
prisons of south africa to the tranquil streets of the holy city of jerusalem young
margo tanzer and her brother hanan fight to straddle the privileged world they live
in and the world in which they are becoming dangerously entrenched minority
populations are often regarded as being hard to reach and evading state expectations of
health protection this ethnographic and archival study analyses how devout jews in
britain negotiate healthcare services to preserve the reproduction of culture and
continuity this book demonstrates how the transformative and transgressive
possibilities of technology reveal multiple pursuits of protection between this religious
minority and the state making bodies kosher advances theoretical perspectives of
immunity and sits at the intersection of medical anthropology social history and the
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study of religions a stunning portrait of life and love inside an insular jewish
community that reads like an orthodox pride and prejudice rewardingly delightful
bust london 2008 nineteen year old chani kaufman is betrothed to baruch levy a
young man she s seen only four times before their wedding day all the cups of cold
coffee and small talk with suitors have led up to this moment but the happiness chani
and baruch feel is outweighed by their anxiety about the realities of married life
about whether they will be able to have fewer children than chani s mother who has
eight daughters and about the frightening unspeakable secrets of the wedding night
through the story of chani and baruch s unusual courtship we meet a very different
couple rabbi chaim zilberman and his wife rebbetzin rivka zilberman as chani and
baruch prepare to share a lifetime chaim and rivka struggle to keep their marriage
alive and all four together with the rest of the community face difficult decisions
about the place of faith and family in the contemporary world longlisted for the man
booker prize and selected as an amazon best book of the month the marrying of chani
kaufman is a deeply melodic and exciting story that will resonate with readers from
all backgrounds and linger after the last page publishers weekly rabbi mayer and
rachel abramowitz are beloved fixtures on the miami scene they have that special
quality when you meet you immediately respect them and consider them close
friends but they only became fixtures in one place after they journeyed through
many their unique story begins in rachel s polish shtetl and mayer s youth in british
ruled palestine the political climate and world events took mayer to the united states
and rachel to kazakhstan and uzbekistan in the often strange but wondrous flow of
jewish life it was in a camp for displaced jews in germany that their very different
journeys merged into one there were other stops geographically but their journey is
really about the life they made it s about surviving ww ii through fortitude and
fortune and then helping to smuggle jews out of europe to israel it s about being the
prime force in establishing the cuban jewish community in south florida and building
jewish institutions in miami israel and throughout the world it s about creating a
family that continues their legacy in reading the stories of rabbi and rachel
abramowitz you will travel through jewish history as they touched the lives of so
many on a personal level they found themselves on a historical journey these are
their stories this is our history the journey continues y si una aldea perdida en los
bosques de polonia hubiese escapado milagrosamente a los horrores del siglo xx
partiendo de esta brillante premisa max gross ha urdido una ficción especulativa en la
estela del mejor humor judío un cruce entre woody allen michael chabon y la vida es
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bella por el que obtuvo el national jewish book awards los habitantes de kreskol un
shtetl o aldea judía llevan más de cien años felizmente aislados del mundo desconocen
el holocausto y la guerra fría e inventos modernos como el automóvil el smartphone o
el saneamiento hasta que una disputa matrimonial los obliga a entrar bruscamente en
el siglo xxi una mañana tras un amargo divorcio la joven pesha lindauer desaparece sin
dejar rastro alarmados los rabinos encargan a yankel lewinkopf el tonto del pueblo que
se aventure al exterior para alertar a las autoridades en su periplo yankel descubre la
belleza y el espanto de la vida moderna incapaces de creer su relato los polacos lo
toman por loco y lo ingresan en un centro psiquiátrico cuando finalmente se
compruebe que dice la verdad acaparará la atención de todos los medios el encuentro
entre ambos mundos tendrá consecuencias dramáticas y a menudo cómicas para los
habitantes del shtetl que deberán afrontar los oscuros orígenes de su aislamiento y
decidir si desean subirse o no al tren de la historia although there are many good books
on the history of jews in america and a smaller subset that focuses on aspects of
orthodox judaism in contemporary times no one until now has written an overview
of how orthodoxy in america has evolved over the centuries from the first arrivals in
the 17th century to the present this broad overview by gurock libby m klaperman
professor of jewish history yeshiva univ judaism s encounter with american sports is
distinctive in examining how orthodox jews have coped with the personal familial
and communal challenges of religious freedom economic opportunity and social
integration as well as uncovering historical reactionary tensions to alternative jewish
movements in multicultural and pluralistic america gurock raises penetrating
questions about the compatibility of modern culture with pious practices and
sensitively explores the relationship of feminism to traditional orthodox judaism there
are several excellent reference sources on orthodox jews in america e g rabbi moshe d
sherman s outstanding orthodox judaism in america a biographical dictionary and
sourcebook to which this is an accessible and illuminating companion recommended
not only for serious readers on the topic but for general readers as well david b levy
touro coll women s seminary lib brooklyn ny copyright reed business information a
division of reed elsevier inc all rights reserved nobel prize winning author isaac
bashevis singer stands virtually alone among prominent writers for being more
widely known through translations of his work than through the original texts yet
readers and critics of the yiddish originals have long pointed out that the english
versions are generally shortened often shorn of much description and religious matter
and their perspectives and denouements are significantly altered in short they turn
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the yiddish author into a jewish american english writer detached from of his eastern
european jewish literary and cultural roots by contrast this collection of essays by
leading yiddish scholars seeks to recover the authentic voice and vision of the writer
known to his yiddish readers as yitskhok bashevis the essays are grouped around four
themes the yiddish language and the yiddish cultural experience in bashevis s
writings thematic approaches to the study of bashevis s literature bashevis s interface
with other times and cultures interpretations of bashevis s autobiographical writings a
special feature of this volume is the inclusion of joseph sherman s new faithful
translation of a chapter from bashevis s yiddish underworld novel yarme and keyle
seth l wolitz holds the l d marie and edwin gale chair of judaic studies at the
university of texas at austin where he is also professor of french slavic and
comparative literature recounts the holocaust experiences of the belzer rebbe aharon
rokach born in 1880 and his brother mordechai the bilgorai rebbe who shared his fate
they fled from belz in ukraine to nearby sokal and then to peremyshliany where
several family members were killed they found temporary refuge in poland in
wisnicz and then in bochnia and kraków in both of which the rebbes were interned
in the ghettos in bochnia the belzer rebbe survived in the guise of a master tailor
while preserving as he did throughout the holocaust his devotion to a life of torah
after an escape to slovakia failed one to hungary succeeded in budapest the rebbe was
able to publicly lead his followers and other ultra orthodox jews at times he was
sought by the gestapo but he was also respected by some nazis as a wonder rabbi
efforts to rescue him centered in eretz israel but also involved belzer hasidim around
the world in hungary the rebbe attempted to encourage rescue efforts for the
remnants of polish jewry in palestine berish ortner convinced jewish religious and
political figures to grant an immigration certificate to the rebbe who then made his
way to palestine there he and his brother made strenuous efforts to inform the jewish
community about the dire situation in europe and how they might still save part of
hungarian jewry includes many examples of total religious dedication on the part of
the rebbe and those inspired by him to the point of martyrdom the last chapter
recounts the rescue activities in the bochnia ghetto labor camp of eliezer landau who
used bribes and cleverness to save the lives of thousands of his fellow jews every
human being is presented with the human challenge how do i grow how do i
become wise how do i sanctify the world around me and make it a better place how
do i work on my character how do i integrate work and food and intimacy into my
life s goals this volume is an attempt to answer these questions for the intelligent and
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sensitive adult reader it draws significantly on deeper jewish thought balancing
brevity with profundity the human challenge provides a rich and exciting entry
point for those who are at the early stages of their relationship with judaism as well as
significant benefit to those with an extensive background as it provides a methodical
and sourced overview of topics that may otherwise remain as fragmented insights
once again sarah shapiro demonstrates her keen eye and sensitive discerning heart in
a series of reflections on life love childhood parenting growing old and many other
areas of human concern she helps us grow as jews and indeed as human beings the
essays are short the style is light but there is much here to ponder this is a volume
that will enrich and inspire its readers we are taught that our struggles make us
stronger they help to shape us into who we are meant to be yet how can we ensure
that our challenges uplift us rather than bring us down based on resilience research
positive psychology and behavioral science this book is written as a manual for
building resilience it is intended to offer a better understanding of how to confront
life s setbacks limiting the possible negative impact of adversity as well as fostering
the strengths that exist within all of us so we can handle the inevitable problems and
pitfalls that come our way alongside scientific research resilience contains illuminating
insights from the torah and its scholars as well as jewish spirituality thought and
history it also includes personal stories of resilience from different individuals and
practical evidence based exercises teaching resilience building strategies judaism
makes the bold argument that the very concept of a religion of judaism is an
invention of the christian church the intellectual journey of world renowned talmud
scholar daniel boyarin this book will change the study of judaism an essential key
word in jewish studies as we understand it today boyarin argues that although the
world treats the word judaism as appropriate for naming an alleged religion of the
jews it is in fact a christian theological concept only adopted by jews with the coming
of modernity and the adoption of christian languages reveals the real whole name of
god and its place within each of us explains how none of the god names commonly
used in the bible is god s real name shows how the real name of god unites all
religions from both west and east includes spiritual techniques prayers poems and
meditative chants to bring each of us into deep personal intimate living relationship
with god of the many names of god commonly used in the bible and other sacred
literature none is god s real name every god name including yhwh reflects only one
of god s many aspects such as the loving creator the militaristic authoritarian or the all
knowing judge none embodies the wholeness the totality the full essence of god who
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then are we to speak to when we seek god if you can t truly know something until
you know its name how can we truly know god the culmination of years of
translation research and etymological investigation rabbi wayne dosick s work digs
through many layers of presumption and deeply ingrained beliefs to reveal the real
name of god hiding in plain sight in the bible anochi he shows how this sacred name
unites all religions both of the west and the east the name anochi enables us to finally
meet the whole complete real god both the grand god of the vast universe and the
god of breath soul and heart who dwells within each of us this in depth exploration of
god s name includes spiritual techniques poems guided prayers and meditative chants
to bring each of us into personal intimate and purposeful relationship with god by
knowing the real name of god we can affirm the connection to the divine at the core
of our being we can touch the face of god that resides deep within us all
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Looking Jewish 2015-06-29

thanks to carol zemel s provocative study we are invited to look at jewish art in new
ways provides a deeper understanding of the ordeal of diaspora studies in american
jewish literature jewish art and visual culture art made by jews about jews in
modern diasporic settings is the subject of looking jewish carol zemel focuses on
particular artists and cultural figures in interwar eastern europe and postwar america
who blended jewishness and mainstream modernism to create a diasporic art one that
transcends dominant national traditions she begins with a painting by ken aptekar
entitled albert used to be abraham a double portrait of a man which serves to illustrate
zemel s conception of the doubleness of jewish diasporic art she considers two
interwar photographers alter kacyzne and moshe vorobeichic images by the polish
writer bruno schulz the pre and postwar photographs of roman vishniac the figure of
the jewish mother in postwar popular culture molly goldberg and works by r b kitaj
ben katchor and vera frenkel that explore jewish identity in a postmodern
environment

Theatrical Liberalism 2013-05-20

makes new sense of aspects of popular culture we have all grown up with and
thought we knew only too well most bridges religious studies and theater political
theory and american studies high criticism and middlebrow performance her book
will help us see better how jews and their jewishness did not merely enter american
popular culture but did so much to invent it jonathan boyarin leonard and tobee
kaplan distinguished professor of modern jewish thought university of north carolina
for centuries jews were one of the few european cultures without any official public
theatrical tradition yet in the modern era jews were among the most important
creators of popular theater and film especially in america why in theatrical liberalism
andrea most illustrates how american jews used the theatre and other media to
navigate their encounters with modern culture politics religion and identity
negotiating a position for themselves within and alongside protestant american
liberalism by reimagining key aspects of traditional judaism as theatrical discussing
works as diverse as the hebrew bible the jazz singer and death of a salesman among
many others most situates american popular culture in the multiple religious
traditions that informed the worldviews of its practitioners offering a comprehensive
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history of the role of judaism in the creation of american entertainment theatrical
liberalism re examines the distinction between the secular and the religious in both
jewish and american contexts providing a new way of understanding jewish
liberalism and its place in a pluralist society with extensive scholarship and
compelling evidence theatrical liberalism shows how the jewish worldview that
permeates american culture has reached far beyond the jews who created it

A Tale of Two Worlds 2009

volume xxix of studies in contemporary jewry takes its title from a joke by groucho
marx i don t want to belong to any club that will accept me as a member the line
encapsulates one of the most important characteristics of jewish humor the desire to
buffer oneself from potentially unsafe or awkward situations and thus to achieve social
and emotional freedom by studying the history and development of jewish humor
the essays in this volume not only provide nuanced accounts of how jewish humor
can be described but also make a case for the importance of humor in studying any
culture a recent survey showed that about four in ten american jews felt that having
a good sense of humor was an essential part of what being jewish means to them on a
par with or exceeding caring for israel observing jewish law and eating traditional
foods as these essays show jewish humor has served many functions as a form of
insider speech it has been used to ridicule to unite people in the face of their enemies
to challenge authority to deride politics and politicians in america to ridicule
conspicuous consumption in israel to contrast expectations of political normalcy and
bitter reality however much of contemporary jewish humor is designed not only or
even primarily as insider speech rather it rewards all those who get the punch line a
club of their own moves beyond general theorizing about the nature of jewish humor
by serving a smorgasbord of finely grained historically situated and contextualized
interdisciplinary studies of humor and its consumption in jewish life in the modern
world

Who's who in Lubavitch 2003

verschillende antropologische onderzoeken naar rituelen en feesten van migranten in
nederland
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A Club of Their Own 2016-10-05

a collection of essays by an international cadre of theater scholars which addresses
jewish theater practitioners playwrights critics financiers and audiences roles in the
development of the european and american theater

Nieuw in Nederland 2012-04-27

a woman s voice examines the themes reflected in the stories of women in the bible
and relates these motifs directly to the lives of women today marcella bakur weiner
and blema feinstein celebrate the ideas and lessons found in traditional jewish sources
and explain their relevance for contemporary women

Jews and Theater in an Intercultural Context 2012-04-03

this unique and vital book focuses on a topic many people struggle with but most don
t speak about anxiety disorder the author who suffered from anxiety disorder herself
shares her own insight as well as professional advice and most importantly the torah s
perspective on coping with anxiety and other stress disorders beautifully written
captivating and reassuring this book s positive upbeat attitude will work wonders for
you or for someone else you know who suffers from this common challenge for the
first time you are not alone

A Woman's Voice 2001

a companion to lesbian gay bisexual transgender and queer studies is the first single
volume survey of current discussions taking place in this rapidly developing area of
study recognizing the multidisciplinary nature of the field the editors gather new
essays by an international team of established and emerging scholars addresses the
politics economics history and cultural impact of sexuality engages the future of queer
studies by asking what sexuality stands for what work it does and how it continues to
structure discussions in various academic disciplines as well as contemporary politics
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You are Not Alone 2002

winner of the national jewish book award and the jewish fiction award from the
association of jewish libraries good morning america must read new books new york
post buzz books the millions most anticipated a remarkable debut novel written with
the fearless imagination of michael chabon and the piercing humor of gary shteyngart
about a small jewish village in the polish forest that is so secluded no one knows it
exists until now what if there was a town that history missed for decades the tiny
jewish shtetl of kreskol existed in happy isolation virtually untouched and unchanged
spared by the holocaust and the cold war its residents enjoyed remarkable peace it
missed out on cars and electricity and the internet and indoor plumbing but when a
marriage dispute spins out of control the whole town comes crashing into the twenty
first century pesha lindauer who has just suffered an ugly acrimonious divorce
suddenly disappears a day later her husband goes after her setting off a panic among
the town elders they send a woefully unprepared outcast named yankel lewinkopf
out into the wider world to alert the polish authorities venturing beyond the remote
safety of kreskol yankel is confronted by the beauty and the ravages of the modern
day outside world and his reception is met with a confusing mix of disbelief
condescension and unexpected kindness when the truth eventually surfaces his story
and the existence of kreskol make headlines nationwide returning yankel to kreskol
the polish government plans to reintegrate the town that time forgot yet in doing so
the devious origins of its disappearance come to the light and what has become of the
mystery of pesha and her former husband divided between those embracing change
and those clinging to its old world ways the people of kreskol will have to find a way
to come together or risk their village disappearing for good

A Companion to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
and Queer Studies 2015-06-29

commentaries from gay lesbian bisexual transgender and straight contributors
examine modern concerns of sexuality identity gender and lgbt life
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Zeek 2005

movie made jews focuses on a rich usable american jewish cinematic tradition this
tradition includes fiction and documentary films that make jews through antisemitism
holocaust indirection and discontent with assimilation it prominently features the
unapologetic assertion of jewishness queerness and alliances across race and religion
author helene meyers shows that as we go to our local theater attend a jewish film
festival play a dvd watch streaming videos jewishness becomes part of the
multicultural mosaic rather than collapsing into a generic whiteness or being
represented as a life apart this engagingly written book demonstrates that a jewish
movie is neither just a movie nor for jews only with incisive analysis movie made
jews challenges the assumption that american jewish cinema is a cinema of
impoverishment and assimilation while it s a truism that jews make movies this book
brings into focus the diverse ways movies make jews

The Lost Shtetl 2020-10-13

presents humor on various aspects of judaism and being jewish

Torah Queeries 2012-08-22

2006 national jewish book award modern jewish thought long the object of curiosity
admiration and gossip rabbis wives have rarely been viewed seriously as american
jewish religious and communal leaders we know a great deal about the important role
played by rabbis in building american jewish life in this country but not much about
the role that their wives played the rabbi s wife redresses that imbalance by
highlighting the unique contributions of rebbetzins to the development of american
jewry tracing the careers of rebbetzins from the beginning of the twentieth century
until the present shuly rubin schwartz chronicles the evolution of the role from a few
individual rabbis wives who emerged as leaders to a cohort who worked together on
behalf of american judaism the rabbi s wife reveals the ways these women succeeded
in both building crucial leadership roles for themselves and becoming an important
force in shaping jewish life in america
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Movie-Made Jews 2021-09-17

milt gross 1895 1953 a bronx born cartoonist and animator first found fame in the late
1920s writing comic strips and newspaper columns in the unmistakable accent of
jewish immigrants by the end of the 1920s gross had become one of the most famous
humorists in the united states his work drawing praise from writers like h l mencken
and constance roarke even while some of his jewish colleagues found gross extreme
renderings of jewish accents to be more crass than comical working during the
decline of vaudeville and the rise of the newspaper cartoon strip gross captured
american humor in transition gross adapted the sounds of ethnic humor from the stage
to the page and developed both a sound and a sensibility that grew out of an intimate
knowledge of immigrant life his parodies of beloved poetry sounded like reading
primers set loose on the lower east side while his accounts of jewish tenement
residents echoed with the mistakes and malapropisms born of the immigrant
experience introduced by an historical essay is diss a system presents some of the most
outstanding and hilarious examples of jewish dialect humor drawn from the five
books gross published between 1926 and 1928 nize baby de night in de front from
chreesmas hiawatta dunt esk and famous fimmales providing a fresh opportunity to
look read and laugh at this nearly forgotten forefather of american jewish humor

Cool Jew 2008-08

now that you ve learned the daf how will your life be transformed whether you ve
been doing daf yomi for years or you re not quite ready to commit but want to be
part of the daf yomi global movement there s something in the transformative daf for
everyone it s about joining the conversation it s about talking over the daf with your
family your friends your colleagues it means never being short of a discussion starter
or a meaningful devar torah every page of the gemara every word every letter
contains the secrets of the universe to achieving a life of simchah and purpose
transform your life today

The Rabbi’s Wife 2007-09-01

a linguistic journey from eden to israel throughout jewish literature the hebrew
language is referred to as lashon hakodesh its history origins decline and rebirth are
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simply fascinating furthermore at its deepest level lashon hakodesh is called such the
holy language because it is intrinsically sacred and is thus unlike any other language
known to man lashon hakodesh history holiness hebrew seeks to understand the
holiness of lashon hakodesh follows its history and focuses on the significance of
aramaic and other jewish languages such as yiddish and ladino an extended section is
devoted to modern hebrew its controversies and its implications from a religious
perspective this unique work delves into the linguistic history of each jewish
language as well as the philological kabbalistic and halachic approaches to this topic
taken by various rabbinic figures through the ages the author also compares and
contrasts traditional jewish views to those of modern day academia offering proofs and
difficulties to both approaches as the old saying goes two jews three opinions in almost
every chapter more than one way of looking at the matter at hand is presented in
some cases the differing opinions can be harmonized but ultimately many matters
remain subject to dispute hopefully the mere knowledge of these sources will whet
the reader s intellectual curiosity to learn more written by a brilliant young scholar
lashon hakodesh history holiness hebrew is ground breaking intriguing and truly
remarkable

Is Diss a System? 2010

based on documentation from various archives discusses religious and halakhic issues
which affected the lives of observant jews during the holocaust includes chapters on
the reactions of rabbis in various towns to reports on the extermination of jews the
persecution and suffering of rabbis and the rescue of some hasidic rabbis halakhic
rulings in ghettos and camps e g concerning the desire of individual jews to sacrifice
themselves for others rulings on problems involved in posing as a non jew marriage
prayers and the sanctification of god s name during the holocaust responsa of rabbi
yehoshua moshe aronzon a rabbi in sanniki poland who survived nazi camps sermons
delivered by rabbi kalonimus kalmish shapira in the warsaw ghetto diaries memoirs
and letters of survivors

The Transformative Daf: Taanis 2021-09-01

a comprehensive review of practical halachic issues related to the weekly torah
portion presented in a thorough decisive manner with classical and contemporary
halachic opinions from separating challah to the laws of yichud and the blessings made
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on various breakfast cereals this work is an asset to every jewish home 2 volume gift
boxed set

Talmud Bavli 1990

calendars map time shaping and delineating our experience of it while the challenges
to tracking jewish conceptions of time during the holocaust were substantial alan
rosen reveals that many took great risks to mark time within that vast upheaval rosen
inventories and organizes jewish calendars according to the wartime settings in
which they were produced from jewish communities to ghettos and concentration
camps the calendars he considers reorient views of jewish circumstances during the
war and show how jews were committed to fashioning traditional guides to daily life
even in the most extreme conditions in a separate chapter moreover he elucidates
how holocaust era diaries sometimes served as surrogate jewish calendars all in all
rosen presents a revised idea of time continuity the sacred and the mundane the
ordinary and the extraordinary even when death and destruction were the order of
the day rosen s focus on the jewish calendar the ultimate symbol of continuity as
weekday follows weekday and sabbath follows sabbath sheds new light on how jews
maintained connections to their way of conceiving time even within the cauldron of
the holocaust

Lashon HaKodesh: History, Holiness, & Hebrew
2014-11-24

over 40 historians folklorists and ordinary brooklyn jews present a vivid living record
of this astonishing cultural heritage 150 illustrations map

Hidden in Thunder 2007

from the dark prisons of south africa to the tranquil streets of the holy city of
jerusalem young margo tanzer and her brother hanan fight to straddle the privileged
world they live in and the world in which they are becoming dangerously
entrenched
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In an Unrelated Story 1999

minority populations are often regarded as being hard to reach and evading state
expectations of health protection this ethnographic and archival study analyses how
devout jews in britain negotiate healthcare services to preserve the reproduction of
culture and continuity this book demonstrates how the transformative and
transgressive possibilities of technology reveal multiple pursuits of protection
between this religious minority and the state making bodies kosher advances
theoretical perspectives of immunity and sits at the intersection of medical
anthropology social history and the study of religions

Diyune Halakhah 1997

a stunning portrait of life and love inside an insular jewish community that reads like
an orthodox pride and prejudice rewardingly delightful bust london 2008 nineteen
year old chani kaufman is betrothed to baruch levy a young man she s seen only four
times before their wedding day all the cups of cold coffee and small talk with suitors
have led up to this moment but the happiness chani and baruch feel is outweighed by
their anxiety about the realities of married life about whether they will be able to
have fewer children than chani s mother who has eight daughters and about the
frightening unspeakable secrets of the wedding night through the story of chani and
baruch s unusual courtship we meet a very different couple rabbi chaim zilberman
and his wife rebbetzin rivka zilberman as chani and baruch prepare to share a lifetime
chaim and rivka struggle to keep their marriage alive and all four together with the
rest of the community face difficult decisions about the place of faith and family in the
contemporary world longlisted for the man booker prize and selected as an amazon
best book of the month the marrying of chani kaufman is a deeply melodic and
exciting story that will resonate with readers from all backgrounds and linger after
the last page publishers weekly

The Holocaust's Jewish Calendars 2019-02-28

rabbi mayer and rachel abramowitz are beloved fixtures on the miami scene they
have that special quality when you meet you immediately respect them and consider
them close friends but they only became fixtures in one place after they journeyed
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through many their unique story begins in rachel s polish shtetl and mayer s youth
in british ruled palestine the political climate and world events took mayer to the
united states and rachel to kazakhstan and uzbekistan in the often strange but
wondrous flow of jewish life it was in a camp for displaced jews in germany that
their very different journeys merged into one there were other stops geographically
but their journey is really about the life they made it s about surviving ww ii
through fortitude and fortune and then helping to smuggle jews out of europe to
israel it s about being the prime force in establishing the cuban jewish community in
south florida and building jewish institutions in miami israel and throughout the
world it s about creating a family that continues their legacy in reading the stories of
rabbi and rachel abramowitz you will travel through jewish history as they touched
the lives of so many on a personal level they found themselves on a historical journey
these are their stories this is our history the journey continues

Jews of Brooklyn 2002

y si una aldea perdida en los bosques de polonia hubiese escapado milagrosamente a los
horrores del siglo xx partiendo de esta brillante premisa max gross ha urdido una
ficción especulativa en la estela del mejor humor judío un cruce entre woody allen
michael chabon y la vida es bella por el que obtuvo el national jewish book awards los
habitantes de kreskol un shtetl o aldea judía llevan más de cien años felizmente
aislados del mundo desconocen el holocausto y la guerra fría e inventos modernos
como el automóvil el smartphone o el saneamiento hasta que una disputa matrimonial
los obliga a entrar bruscamente en el siglo xxi una mañana tras un amargo divorcio la
joven pesha lindauer desaparece sin dejar rastro alarmados los rabinos encargan a
yankel lewinkopf el tonto del pueblo que se aventure al exterior para alertar a las
autoridades en su periplo yankel descubre la belleza y el espanto de la vida moderna
incapaces de creer su relato los polacos lo toman por loco y lo ingresan en un centro
psiquiátrico cuando finalmente se compruebe que dice la verdad acaparará la atención
de todos los medios el encuentro entre ambos mundos tendrá consecuencias dramáticas
y a menudo cómicas para los habitantes del shtetl que deberán afrontar los oscuros
orígenes de su aislamiento y decidir si desean subirse o no al tren de la historia
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Sun Inside Rain 2004

although there are many good books on the history of jews in america and a smaller
subset that focuses on aspects of orthodox judaism in contemporary times no one until
now has written an overview of how orthodoxy in america has evolved over the
centuries from the first arrivals in the 17th century to the present this broad
overview by gurock libby m klaperman professor of jewish history yeshiva univ
judaism s encounter with american sports is distinctive in examining how orthodox
jews have coped with the personal familial and communal challenges of religious
freedom economic opportunity and social integration as well as uncovering historical
reactionary tensions to alternative jewish movements in multicultural and pluralistic
america gurock raises penetrating questions about the compatibility of modern culture
with pious practices and sensitively explores the relationship of feminism to
traditional orthodox judaism there are several excellent reference sources on orthodox
jews in america e g rabbi moshe d sherman s outstanding orthodox judaism in america
a biographical dictionary and sourcebook to which this is an accessible and
illuminating companion recommended not only for serious readers on the topic but
for general readers as well david b levy touro coll women s seminary lib brooklyn ny
copyright reed business information a division of reed elsevier inc all rights reserved

Lilith 2005

nobel prize winning author isaac bashevis singer stands virtually alone among
prominent writers for being more widely known through translations of his work
than through the original texts yet readers and critics of the yiddish originals have
long pointed out that the english versions are generally shortened often shorn of
much description and religious matter and their perspectives and denouements are
significantly altered in short they turn the yiddish author into a jewish american
english writer detached from of his eastern european jewish literary and cultural
roots by contrast this collection of essays by leading yiddish scholars seeks to recover
the authentic voice and vision of the writer known to his yiddish readers as yitskhok
bashevis the essays are grouped around four themes the yiddish language and the
yiddish cultural experience in bashevis s writings thematic approaches to the study of
bashevis s literature bashevis s interface with other times and cultures interpretations
of bashevis s autobiographical writings a special feature of this volume is the inclusion
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of joseph sherman s new faithful translation of a chapter from bashevis s yiddish
underworld novel yarme and keyle seth l wolitz holds the l d marie and edwin gale
chair of judaic studies at the university of texas at austin where he is also professor of
french slavic and comparative literature

Making Bodies Kosher 2019-06-20

recounts the holocaust experiences of the belzer rebbe aharon rokach born in 1880 and
his brother mordechai the bilgorai rebbe who shared his fate they fled from belz in
ukraine to nearby sokal and then to peremyshliany where several family members
were killed they found temporary refuge in poland in wisnicz and then in bochnia
and kraków in both of which the rebbes were interned in the ghettos in bochnia the
belzer rebbe survived in the guise of a master tailor while preserving as he did
throughout the holocaust his devotion to a life of torah after an escape to slovakia failed
one to hungary succeeded in budapest the rebbe was able to publicly lead his
followers and other ultra orthodox jews at times he was sought by the gestapo but he
was also respected by some nazis as a wonder rabbi efforts to rescue him centered in
eretz israel but also involved belzer hasidim around the world in hungary the rebbe
attempted to encourage rescue efforts for the remnants of polish jewry in palestine
berish ortner convinced jewish religious and political figures to grant an immigration
certificate to the rebbe who then made his way to palestine there he and his brother
made strenuous efforts to inform the jewish community about the dire situation in
europe and how they might still save part of hungarian jewry includes many
examples of total religious dedication on the part of the rebbe and those inspired by
him to the point of martyrdom the last chapter recounts the rescue activities in the
bochnia ghetto labor camp of eliezer landau who used bribes and cleverness to save
the lives of thousands of his fellow jews

The Marrying of Chani Kaufman 2014-04-01

every human being is presented with the human challenge how do i grow how do i
become wise how do i sanctify the world around me and make it a better place how
do i work on my character how do i integrate work and food and intimacy into my
life s goals this volume is an attempt to answer these questions for the intelligent and
sensitive adult reader it draws significantly on deeper jewish thought balancing
brevity with profundity the human challenge provides a rich and exciting entry
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point for those who are at the early stages of their relationship with judaism as well as
significant benefit to those with an extensive background as it provides a methodical
and sourced overview of topics that may otherwise remain as fragmented insights

A Fire in His Soul 1989

once again sarah shapiro demonstrates her keen eye and sensitive discerning heart in
a series of reflections on life love childhood parenting growing old and many other
areas of human concern she helps us grow as jews and indeed as human beings the
essays are short the style is light but there is much here to ponder this is a volume
that will enrich and inspire its readers

The Journey of Rabbi and Rachel Abramowitz
2012-04-11

we are taught that our struggles make us stronger they help to shape us into who we
are meant to be yet how can we ensure that our challenges uplift us rather than
bring us down based on resilience research positive psychology and behavioral science
this book is written as a manual for building resilience it is intended to offer a better
understanding of how to confront life s setbacks limiting the possible negative impact
of adversity as well as fostering the strengths that exist within all of us so we can
handle the inevitable problems and pitfalls that come our way alongside scientific
research resilience contains illuminating insights from the torah and its scholars as
well as jewish spirituality thought and history it also includes personal stories of
resilience from different individuals and practical evidence based exercises teaching
resilience building strategies

La aldea perdida 2022-05-16

judaism makes the bold argument that the very concept of a religion of judaism is an
invention of the christian church the intellectual journey of world renowned talmud
scholar daniel boyarin this book will change the study of judaism an essential key
word in jewish studies as we understand it today boyarin argues that although the
world treats the word judaism as appropriate for naming an alleged religion of the
jews it is in fact a christian theological concept only adopted by jews with the coming
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of modernity and the adoption of christian languages

Orthodox Jews in America 2009-03-26

reveals the real whole name of god and its place within each of us explains how none
of the god names commonly used in the bible is god s real name shows how the real
name of god unites all religions from both west and east includes spiritual techniques
prayers poems and meditative chants to bring each of us into deep personal intimate
living relationship with god of the many names of god commonly used in the bible
and other sacred literature none is god s real name every god name including yhwh
reflects only one of god s many aspects such as the loving creator the militaristic
authoritarian or the all knowing judge none embodies the wholeness the totality the
full essence of god who then are we to speak to when we seek god if you can t truly
know something until you know its name how can we truly know god the
culmination of years of translation research and etymological investigation rabbi
wayne dosick s work digs through many layers of presumption and deeply ingrained
beliefs to reveal the real name of god hiding in plain sight in the bible anochi he
shows how this sacred name unites all religions both of the west and the east the
name anochi enables us to finally meet the whole complete real god both the grand
god of the vast universe and the god of breath soul and heart who dwells within each
of us this in depth exploration of god s name includes spiritual techniques poems
guided prayers and meditative chants to bring each of us into personal intimate and
purposeful relationship with god by knowing the real name of god we can affirm the
connection to the divine at the core of our being we can touch the face of god that
resides deep within us all

The Hidden Isaac Bashevis Singer 2001

Rescuing the Rebbe of Belz 2005

The Human Challenge 2021-04-19
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An Audience of One 2021-02-14

Resilience 2021-02-08

Judaism 2018-10-22

The Real Name of God 2012-05-29
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